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The Green Bond Impact Report 2020: Nobina
reports environmental benefits from its green
bond
In February 2019, Nobina issued a green bond for SEK 500 million – the first in the
Nordic region linked to the public transport sector. In March 2021, Nobina also
successfully issued additional bonds of SEK 200 million within the framework of its
existing green bond loan. The recently published 2020 report shows that the green
financing has led to reduced emissions of 8,127 tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalents in the second year.
At the publication date, the green bus bond had financed some 54 fully electric buses and
97 buses that run completely on fossil-free fuel. In addition to these, Nobina has also
ordered an additional 28 electric buses that are awaiting delivery and that will be financed
by the additional tap issue from March 2021 and thus contribute to even greater
environmental benefits in the future.
In 2020 alone, emissions were reduced by 8,127 carbon dioxide equivalents compared
with buses that run on fossil fuels, corresponding to the annual emissions of 3,400
passenger cars. At the same time – and possibly the greatest effect – 6 million fossil-free
trips were taken on the 151 buses financed through the green bond.
“This is a clear proof of how the business sector and green financing can accelerate the
transformation of society and help us achieve 100% fossil-free public transportation in the
Nordic region more quickly. But it is also a very clear and tangible example of how
sustainability is an integral part of our strategy, and how public transportation meets both
societal goals and several of the major future challenges of our day,” says Magnus
Rosén, President and CEO of Nobina AB.
The green bond framework was reviewed ahead of the initial issue by the independent
climate and environmental research institute Cicero, which awarded Nobina the highest
“Dark Green” rating.
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About Nobina
This is Nobina. We are the Nordic region’s largest public transport operator, with 12,000 employees across
four countries. Every day, all year round, one million people choose to travel more sustainably with us. From
north to south, in urban and in rural areas. To the next bus stop, or all the way home. Together with our
passengers and clients, we are big enough to make a real difference. From a welcoming greeting and a
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comfortable bus journey, to new smart technology that contributes to more fossil-free travel. A unique
opportunity to bring about change.
The Group operates in Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland and reported sales of almost SEK 11 billion in
2020-21. In the Swedish and Danish markets, Nobina also operates service traffic under the Samtrans and
Örslev brands, respectively. Nobina is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm.
Together, we keep society moving every day.
More information is available on: www.nobina.com

